PROCEEDINGS OF THE DIRECTOR OF INCOME TAX (EXEMPTIONS), II FLOOR,
ANNEXE BUILDING, 121, MAHATMA GANDHI SALAI, CHENNAI-600 034.

Present: Shri N.P. Tripathy,
Director of Income tax
(Exemptions).

DIT(E) NO. 2(268)/97-98
Date: 23.12.97
Sub: Grant of registration U/s. 12 AA of the
Income tax Act, 1961 - in the case of Centre for
Women’s Development and Research, 4-A, CGE Colony,
Old Beach Road, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai-600 041 - reg.

Ref: Application in Form 10 A filed on 24.10.97.

ORDER U/s. 12 AA OF THE INCOME TAX ACT, 1961:

1. The above Trust was constituted by a Trust Deed/
   Memorandum dated 01.11.93.

2. The above Trust has filed an application for
   Registration U/s. 12 AA of the Income tax Act, 1961. This is
   filed/not within the stipulated time.

3. As the application was presented by sufficient cause
   from filing the application in time, the delay is condoned.

4. Since the reasons given for the delay in filing the
   application are not considered satisfactory, the Trust
   is registered U/s. 12 AA with effect from 01.04.97 only.

5. On going through the object of the Trust and
   its proposed activities as enumerated in the Deed/Memorandum,
   I am satisfied about the genuineness of the Trust as on
   date.

6. The application has been entered at Sl.No. 270 /97-98
   maintained in this Office. The above Trust is accordingly

   Sd/-
   (N.P. TRIPATHY)
   DIRECTOR OF INCOME TAX
   (EXEMPTIONS), CHENNAI-34.

Copy to:
1. The Assessee.
2. The Assistant Director of Income tax (Exemptions)-IV, Chennai.
3. The Addl. Director of Income tax (Exemptions)-I, Chennai.

/Certified True Copy/

H. Radha,
Income tax Officer
(HQrs) (Exemptions),
Chennai-34.

Date: 07.01.98